
CASE STUDY

Standard Bank Deploys UniPrint 
to provide Fast,Reliable Remote 
Printing for its Offshore Group



The Challenge

Remote printing is critical to Standard Bank Offshore Group. 

The vast geographical disparities between the offices created 

latency and bandwidth issues. With the Group’s data center 

and print servers centralized in Jersey, excessive bandwidth 

was consumed when transferring print data between the data 

center and remote offices. This resulted in slow printing, with 

the added risk of sensitive information being left unattended 

when printed, or incomplete print jobs being delivered. 

Whilst the Group had previously deployed an optimized print 

traffic solution, there were issues with its stability and speed, and 

printer management remained cumbersome. The issues were 

especially prevalent in the Mauritius office, where the majority 

of trusts are processed requiring high volumes of confidential 

printing. Standard Bank Offshore Group’s Chief Information 

Officer, Simon Le Brocq, commented: “We were receiving 

ongoing reports that our former printing environment was 

negatively impacting our internal clients’ account management, 

as it was very slow and cumbersome.”

In the summer of 2013, the migration to Citrix XenApp 6.5 

provided the Group with the opportunity to also upgrade 

their print environment. They entrusted UniPrint’s accredited 

partner, Intercept IT as their Citrix solution consultant to provide 

assistance and guidance on identifying a future-proof virtualized 

printing solution for sensitive, highly regulated environments. 

The resultant POC proved that the increased data compression 

and other feature functionality provided by the UniPrint Infinity 

printing software would be the perfect fit.

The Client

A subsidiary of Standard Bank, Standard Bank Offshore Group provides offshore financial services from offices located in Jersey, 

Isle of Man, London, Mauritius and Johannesburg. With a wide ranging client base, the Group services corporate, business, 

international personal and private banking clients, with investments, fiduciary and banking products and advice delivered from 

420 internal advisors located across the globe. The IT infrastructure across the Group’s operations is varied. Within the Jersey 

headquarters,  it runs a mixture of thick and thin clients on Windows 7 and Citrix XenApp 6.5; while remote locations predominantly 

run thin client apps.

Universal. Unified. Unique.

“UniPrint has helped us from a 

data compliance and protection 

perspective because prints are 

delivered to our internal clients in a 

timely and efficient manner.”

Standard Bank

The Solution

Deployment of the UniPrint Universal Print Driver (UPD) assisted 

the Group to deliver consistently fast, confidential and reliable 

printing to all global offices. Print data is compressed by as much 

as 90% and encrypted in PDF, allowing dramatic improvements 

in printing speed and security across offices. In Jersey, the 

UniPrint UPD dramatically simplifies printer driver management 

in the centralized print server environment by negating the 

need to install multiple manufacturer printer drivers, allowing IT 

to easily manage and assign printers from the central console. 

Now PrintPAL mapping is so straightforward that printer 

mapping can be delegated and facilitated by service desks, 

ensuring that users are always assigned with the correct local 

printers - wherever and whenever they are working. 
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Universal. Unified. Unique.

The Printer Profiles utility allows the Group to garner additional, 

previously inaccessible advanced features of multifunction printers 

(MFPs) and apply them at print. Such has been the success of 

the Infinity suite; the Group have elected to commence a trial of 

UniPrint Infinity’s vPad, a unique one-to-multiple-printers network 

appliance that enables user-authenticated secure, on-demand 

printing. Overall, the cost of print has also decreased because of 

the reduction of wastage due to incomplete print jobs. 

Nathan Hibbs, Technical Services notes: “Although we made 

it clear from the outset that our top focus was to reverse the 

excessively slow and unreliable print issues experienced by 

our remote clients, we were thrilled to see that through the 

deployment of UniPrint Infinity technology, we received a lot more 

advances besides in the overall printing infrastructure.”

The Benefits  

UniPrint enabled Standard Bank Offshore to overcome its remote 

printing challenges, enabling consistently fast printing, simplifying 

printer management and improving print security. As a print 

intensive organization, the Group have also welcomed a drop in 

their overall cost of print, due primarily to far less wastage through 

aborted and incomplete print jobs. 

Le Brocq concludes, “With the experiences we have had with 

UniPrint so far, we will be strongly recommending the product to 

the rest of the organization, given that we can easily demonstrate 

through a straightforward deployment, the immediate and 

significant advances in the speed and guaranteed arrival to 

the device.”Print jobs were defaulting to the location where the 

provider initially accessed the system, which further impeded 

physician workflow and delayed patient care. 

UniPrint’s location-based printing has completely resolved this 

problem, because it maps MEDITECH print jobs to whichever 

printer is closest to the user’s endpoint. There is no need to find 

a printer from a list, and print jobs consistently print and arrive at 

the correct location. “Jobs actually print when you press print,” 

continues Samaha. “Printing is one of those things that we don’t 

have to think about anymore, which is great.”.

Key Benefits Include:

 D Fast and seamless remote printing in Citrix XenApp 

environments

 D Reduced bandwidth usage and increased data transmission 

speed

 D Data compliance and protection via improved print security

 D Simplified and centralized printer management through a 

single UPD

 D Quick and easy implementation; high scalability

 D Professional IT support

Ready to learn more? Schedule a no obligation pre-consultation call with us  
to learn how to improve your cloud print management experience!

Book a Meeting Now

https://www.uniprint.net/en/signup/

